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Tanya Bonakdar Gallery is very pleased to present The difficult journey- after Géricault, Sandra Cinto’s fourth solo 
exhibition with the gallery. Installed in the ground floor space and comprised of photography, sculpture, painting, and 
drawing, the show is conceived as an epic in three parts, presenting a visual narrative of birth and origin, journey and 
difficulty, and finally the potential of solace and redemption. Taking Théodore Géricault’s "The Raft of Medusa" as a 
point of departure, Cinto's delicate sculptural installation, intricate drawings, and large scale wall works transform the 
gallery into an immersive environment that hovers between dream, myth and reality. 
 
As Cinto has done in previous exhibitions, The difficult journey- after Géricault divides the exhibition space sequentially, 
using the existing architecture to help her narrative unfold. Paying homage to the hopefulness of beginnings, Cinto 
opens the exhibition with a vintage photograph from the 1970s that depicts a mother wading in the ocean with her 
children. Guiding the little boy and girl through the shallow waves, she helps them to execute their first "difficult 
journey," a small yet formative lesson in navigating the waters of life. 
 
While symbolic of origin and birth in this photograph, the ocean turns menacing in the main exhibition space as 
thousands of folded paper boats flow toward a grouping of prints of Géricault's "Raft of Medusa." Considered one of 
the first overtly political works of art, "The Raft of Medusa" critiques the incompetence of an unqualified captain—a 
poor leader who allowed his ship to sink.  Covering the reproductions of this iconic painting with her signature 
drawings— silver ink unfurling in webs of arrows, daggers, ladders, feathers and wings—Cinto deftly combines 
Classical, Romantic and Surrealist imagery to critique the shipwreck of contemporary society. The seven reproductions 
of Géricault's painting symbolize the earth’s seven seas, yet they also evoke the innumerable human odysseys that 
these oceans have sustained, as well as the hardships suffered by those who have sought a better life on “the other 
side.”  For a society in which issues of immigration are of pressing concern, the paper boats piled at the gallery’s rear 
wall and fanning out over the gallery floor poignantly foreground the fragility of humanity in such endeavors; the 
miniature vessels struggle with the impenetrable wall without breaking through, all surging toward the same point—a 
perceived passageway that is closed. 
 
The large scale drawings of turbulent seascapes propped in groupings against the lateral walls of the gallery serve as 
thresholds as well, but these are passable, leading the viewer into the hallucinations of the shipwrecked. 
Simultaneously beautiful and threatening, the drawings beckon us to explore the psychological consequences of 
disaster, and represent the interior struggle that forms an integral part of any journey.  
 
What is gained from this struggle? Cinto presents the rear gallery as one possible interpretation of the potential solace 
in overcoming hardship.  A sequential layering of deep indigo and moss green covers the gallery walls and ceiling, 
creating a haven that is both celestial, and terrestrial, with constellations of stars bursting forth, and the trunks of trees 
peeking through the green background. This space only partially reveals itself to us, the images that Cinto draws on the 
walls are fragmentary and interrupted, a glimpse into an enchanted forest or a heavenly body that implies safety but 
makes no guarantee.   
 



Sandra Cinto's recent exhibitions include, TRANSactions: Contemporary Latin American and Latino Art, The Memorial 
Art Gallery, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY, 2007 (group); traveling to The High Museum of Art, Atlanta, and 
The Weatherspoon Art Gallery, Greensboro, North Carolina in 2008; Musas, Forum Cultural de Ermesinde Portugal, 
2007 (group); Esto no es una broma, Museo de Arte Contemporaneo, Union Fenosa, A Coruña, Spain, 2007 (group); 
Entre A Palavra e a Imagem, Museu da Cidade, Lisboa, Portugal, 2007 (group); projectos de um lugar abstrato, Casa 
do Brasil, Galeria Marcan, 2007 (group); among others. 
 
For further information or images please feel free to contact the gallery at 212-414-4144, or 
info@tanyabonakdargallery.com. 

 


